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the basic interface is split up to four sections.
up the top are buttons and to the right is a

text field. down the side is a list of items, most
of which have to be selected to start using the

item, the ability to create multi-selects is
supported, by clicking the left or right button
of the arrow of the scrollable list. the bottom
two boxes are the options. the left one is the
"file system" and the right one is the " save

location ". if "user directory" is selected, then
any changes are saved to your home directory
and, if the "save to" entry is selected then it
will save the file to the selected directory.

clicking "save", "save as", "save to", "save in"
or "send to" begins to open or save the file. by
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double-clicking on it's file name, you can
select to sort by file extension, title, file size or

upload date. general description while
bittorrent is used mainly for file transfer, and
many other applications have adopted it, it
was originally developed as a peer-to-peer
(p2p) program for distribution of large files

such as free software. indeed, its main
purpose has always been to be an efficient

distribution mechanism. a torrent is defined as
a list of peers and pieces, where the peers are

resources on which the torrent is based
(usually torrent sites) and the pieces are

pieces of a file. torrents are a type of peer-to-
peer network. a torrent is a network of peers
that allow clients to exchange pieces of a file.

clients can initiate a file exchange by
proposing the file to a group of peers. a

torrent does not necessarily have a server, but
in turn also not all pieces are necessarily

included in a torrent.
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many thanks to the following people for their
work on jardicad. ofir dotan for the ariadne
theme and the script at jardicad.com . otto

haerkild for his work on the gtk+ port .
henning torben for the innovative initial

jardicad code base . jean-baptiste fouquier for
his original jardicad work . thomas rettenmayr
for his jardicad's gtk+ port . xavier laurent for

his qt port . the scripts will be run with the
following expected arguments: username:

your username at the public tracker.
password: the password you set up to access

the public tracker. public: if set to true,
searches with the internal tracker. the function

then displays the selected information in a
browser if available, and prints the json

formatted to stdout. if all of the information is
not available, it will either use a default value
or print nothing. the username and password

should always be provided, but they are
displayed if they do not exist or do not provide

a value. jardicad can work with a user
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username and password set up to access a
public tracker on the internet. additionally the
jardicad utility comes with a private tracker
search script and an internal tracker search
script. the internal tracker search script uses

the public tracker to create an internal tracker
instance and setup a connection. 5ec8ef588b
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